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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Nicholas...indulges her love of nature in this book devoted to needlework dragonflies

formed from a variety of threads, beads, and delicate fabrics...projects for a Ã¢â‚¬Ëœspecimen

boxÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ of nine dragonflies with general instructions for embroidery, construction, and

mounting. The finished insects are quite beautiful and very lifelike...suitable for general arts and

crafts collections.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€•Library Journal.
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Stumpwork, a curious term invented by needlework historians, refers to three-dimensional stitchery

mounted on a fabric background. Nicholas, the author of several books on stumpwork, indulges her

love of nature in this book devoted to needlework dragonflies formed from a variety of threads,

beads, and delicate fabrics. There are projects for a "specimen box" of nine dragonflies with general

instructions for embroidery, construction, and mounting. The finished insects are quite beautiful and

very lifelike. This rather specialized book is suitable for general arts and crafts collections. Copyright

2001 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Jane Nicholas has worked in the field of embroidery for over twenty years, specialising in

stumpwork and goldwork embroidery. She has written five books and has contributed widely to

journals and magazines. She teaches widely for Embroiderers' Guilds and businesses in Australia,

New Zealand and the United States, and continues to research and develop new techniques,

particularly in stumpwork.



I loved this book

Really impressed with Sally's work. It's absolutely beautiful and I am definitely going to try this. The

photos are great and the realistic finished dragonflies are just gorgeous. I have to get some more

metallic thread and I will be on my way.

Great instructions , beautiful realistic dragonflies and fun projects with lots of large clear pictures.

The book has 3 projects under the project page how ever there are also 9 individual dragonflies with

directions explaining 3 different ways to make each one plus 7 dragonfly examples and how to do

them taken from 1600 needle work. The book has a lot of intersting facts about embroidery and

dragonflies definitely a plus in anyones needlework library

Gorgeous Book!!!

Fantastic work and even though I will never make a stumpwork dragonfly, I enjoy looking and

reading about these.

These are nice, portable , but thorough books that I take with me to the coffee shop and to the yarn

store ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€• without throwing my back out.

love the book

Jane's instructions are clear and easy to follow. So many choices to stitch!! Great addition to her

other beautiful books.
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